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BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Minority Pupil Performance

Data available concerning the academic performance of minority children in the
/

Denver schools indicate a generally poor record. It is evident from the available data

that as a group, Hispano and Black children are performing substantially below the

level of white Anglo children.

Information on dropouts indicates that the mean number of years of school

completed by minority children is less than that for a comparable white Anglo
.4

population. A minority child enrolling in the Denver public schools at this time

faces heavy odds that he will discontinue his formal education prior to completion of

the twelfth grade. These odds are much less than the present odds for white

Anglo children.

The extent of retention and subsequent overagedness while the children attend

school is similarly biased in favor of white Anglo children.

A comparison of achievement levels indicates that in critical subject matter areas

minority children are underperforming. Their performance is below standard when

compared to their white Anglo counterparts in the Denver schools as well as typical

performance of children throughout the country.

This underachievement becomes even more meaningful in the light of the

excessive dropout rate described earlier. Since it can be assumed that children who

drop out of school . re those who are performing most poorly, it would be expected

that the remaining children form a biased sample, top heavy with better performing
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children. Therefore, the academic expectancy for this group should be higher than

for an unculled population.

Yet, achievement results indicate a no better performance for the select group

of children than was found in the original group.

As a community spokesman in the Midwest recently expressed it, "After 63% of

our population has withdrawn from the schools, 63% of the children who supposedly

are the socially maladjusted, the mentally disturbed the lazy, the unmotivated,

the incorrigibles, the non-learners, and the mentally retarded, you would think that

.tthe select 37% who remain in school would set performance records. This is not the

case. The select minority who remain in school consistently perform below all norms."

Performance of minority children in Denver schools demonstrate the existence

of a "cumulative deficit" or "progressive decline" phenomenon. Regardless of the

educational status of minority children upon entrance into Denver schools, the district

has been unable to arrest, let alone reverse, the educational retardation which

manifests itself during the early years.

Thus the underachievement apparent in the early school years not only is never

reduced, but it continues to increase year after year. The failure of the school system

to prevent this snow-balling effect in spite of special local, state, and federal programs

accounts for much of the dissilusionment resulting In a high dropout rate for the minority

population.

Analysis of minority children's performance in the Denver schools since the

beginning of this case indicates that there has been no substantial change in the

situation. The latest figures available on the performance of Hispano and Black

children attest to the inability of the district to cope with the problem.
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The Analogy of the Amoeba

A prominent psychologist once stated that It is startling to note the technological

advances which have been made in education, but which unfortunately have never

been effectively Implemented in the classroom. To Illustrate, he described an

experiment in which through the use of different intensity lights, a one-celled amoeba,

the lowest form of animal life, could be taught certain skills utilized in the reading

process such as initial letter discrimination and which many children fall to master.

It seems to me that this huge discrepancy in the learning of children and amoebas

.scan be attributed to the utilization of appropriate tools and methodologies in the

laboratory for providing the instruction to the amoeba. If the amoeba were sent to

our schools in order to acquire the skills so easily achieved in the laboratory, the

results would be disastrous.

School personnel would enroll the amoeba in a standard program with thrity-four

other students and utilizing the same basic readers, workbooks, materials, furniture

and equipment designed for much larger clients, fail to develop any skills. in fact,

the disproportionate sizes of the amoeba and the reading books may indicate a physical

impossibility for it to travel across the first page in the course of a school term.

Having failed in teaching the amoeba skills with conventional materials and

methodologies, school personnel would then explain the failure in Superintendent

Gilberts' testimony to the Court. The failure of the amoeba "was the result of a number

of factors, including home stimulation, lack of discipline, absence of stimulation by

parents, and verbzo deficiencies resulting froM the amoeba families' limited

vocabulary."

aea
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Basis for the Deve lo ment and Submission of an Education Plan

The plaintiffs In this case have requested the development and presentation to

the Court of an Educakion Plan which may be ordered implemented by this Court In

the Denver Public Schools. !

Such an Education Plan is essential and desirable for the following reasons:

1. There is a need for safeguarding the rights of minority children. Integration

is more than the changing of the physical surroundings of children. Indeed, recent

studies (Coleman, Jencks) indicate that the integration of minority children into
.i.
previously predominantly white, Anglo schools has produced no significant improvement

in the performance of minority children. I differ with these prominent researchers

and educators in their conclusion concerning the educational handicap which the

disadvantaged minorities bring to the new school. Rather it is my theory, conclusively

proven correct in the experimental programs of the Edgewood School District in

San Antonio, that the continued poor performance of tne children is attributeu to

continued utilization of a segreated instructional program. Regardless of ethnic

mix schools continue to be racist institutions with instructional programs

developed for white, Anglo Saxon, English-speaking, middle class children.

The implementation of a school transfer plan which takes children away from the

geographically close advocacy, intervention and communication of parents necessitates

further safeguards by the courts. The manipulation of children to bring about ethnic

balances in the schools must be accompanied by the manipulation of the curriculum to

bring about a similar ethnic balance in the instructional program.

2. The need for safeguarding the rights of minority children in a court-ordered

integration plan is not a new concept. It was accepted and met by a court-ordered

education plan in U.S. vs Texas in the U. S.Court for the Eastern District of Texas,
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Tyler Division, 1971. In a Memorandum Opinion issued on December 6, 1971, Judge

Wayne Justice expressed the need for "special educational consideration to be given

to the Mexican American students In assisting them in adjusting to those parts of their

new school enviroment which present a cultural and linguistic shock."

3. This Court has expressed a need for improving the schools as educational

institutions. The March 21, 1970 Memorandum Opinion and Order expressed a concept

of equal educational opportunity as more an the physical renovation of older and

less attractive buildings. "Rather, the emphasis is on Improving these as educational

institutions. One obvious equalizing factor would be to have faculty members who are

as competent as the faculty members at Anglo schools." This education plan being

submitted incorporates other not so obvious equalizing factors which afford minority

students equality of educational opportunity.

Li. Though many of the problems in Use education of the economically disadvantaged

minorities have been known and recognized by school authorities, the development of

alternative programs has not reduceo the problem.

"It is clear from the evidence that the remedial or special education programs

which have been carried on in these schools have not resulted in any significant

improvement and so other methods are indicated," stated the Court in its March 21, 1970

Memorandum Opinion and Order.

Perhaps one )f the reasons for this failure has been that schools have failed to

develop radically different and reformatory school programs. Much of the fed'wal

financial contribution to education has been wasted in attempting to do the wrong things

better, in doing the wrong things earlier and longer, and doing the wrong things

more frequently.
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There is a need for an entirely new look Into the educational problem of Hispanos

and Blacks and the development of a new rationale for "compensatory education".

5. It is hoped that the development and submission for the Court's consideration

of this education plan for Hispano and Black children provides the expertise needed by

the Denver schools, and anticipated by this Court.

Analysis of the Problem

The poor performance of minority children in the Denver schools is cause for

concern. Not only are the lives of children wasted as they are doomed into a life of

ignorance, poverty, and lack of productivity, but it perpetuates a cycle which locks-

in its members. The most valuable resource of this country, its children, is being

wasted at an even higher rate than our natural resources.

Incidentally, educational success within the dominant cultural group also leaves

a lot to be desired. Our failure to cope with our domestic social and economic problems

as well as our rapidly deteriorating international situation attest to this failure. Nor

have our educational institutions produced the enlightened citizenry which Thomas

Jefferson foresaw as an esential for the success of the democratic process.

The dismal failure of our schools in the education of minority children can be

attributed to the inadequacies of the instructional programs. This simple assertion

could go a long way toward finding a solution to the educational problems.

However, common educational practice denies the existence of inadequacies

in our institutions and attributes the fault to the minority population. Thus the

victim becomes guilty of the crime.

Thus we see the school attributing the poor achievement of minority children on

the home stituation, lack of discipline, absence of stimulation by parents, and verbal
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deficiencies. At no point In documents made available for the development of the

education plan was there an admission by the school to any institutional inadequacies.

I find no evidence that in the development of instructional programs the school dis rict

has conceded that the institutional policies may be detrimental to different cultural

groups holding different cultural values; that the type of instructional program is

not responsive to the racial and ethnic characteristics of the minority population;

that the instructional staff may need to identify and acquire skilli in implementing

an entirely different methdology than the one which the teacher was trained to utilize

with white Anglo kids; that the materials being utilized are not appropriate for certain

children; that many of the elements and processes of the school may have to be changed

drastically to meet the needs of minority children.

Ironically, the basic concept of differentiated instruction is not alien to our

schools. For many years this concept has been applied in the teaching of exceptional,

handicapped, or otherwise atypical white Anglo children. It was not a monumental

task for schools to accept or concede that the education of blind children must differ

from the education of children with normal vision.

It is only when the differences are attributed to race, ethnicity, culture and

natural origin that the school refuses to accept or concede a need for different

instructional practices.

Thus, the school realizes the. difficulty of teaching a blind child to read with

a typical book, but sees nothing wrong with teaching a Spanish-speaking child to

read with an English book.

The education of minority children requires the development and impleroentation

of a school program based on the characteristics of these children.

The following plan provides the rationale and activities necessary for accomplishing

this.
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RATIONALE FOR THE PLAN

The Cardenas-Cardenas Theury of Incompatibilities

Black and Mexican American children have not enjoyed the same success In school

as that of the typical middle class American. The Cardenas-Cardenas Theory of

Incompatibilities (Blandina Cardenas and Jose A. Cardenas, NM Journal, Today's

Education, February, 1972.) is a tested belief that the failure of Such children can be

attributed to a lack of compatibility between the characteristics of minority children

and the characteristics of typical instructional programs.

An instructional program developed for a white. Anglo Saxon, English-speaking,

middle class school population cannot be and is not adequate for a non-white, non-

Anglo-Saxon, non-English-speaking, or non middle class population.

To reverse the pattern of failure for non-typical children, it is necessary that

the instructional program and the characteristics of the learner be compatible.

In order tc develop such an instructional program, it is necessary that inc)mpa-

tibilities be identified and eliminated.

In a preliminary study made with the assistance of Dr. Egon Guba and John

Horvat from Indiana University and Dr. Daniel Stufflebeam from Ohio State University,

we were able to identify over 40 such incompatibilities. Subsequently, these incom-

patibilities were grouped into five areas to be presented here: poverty, culture,

language, mobility, and societal perceptions.

Poverty

Many of this country's minority children are raised in a poverty situation. Much

has been written about the effects on poverty on the development of the individual. In

general, it can be concluded that the growth of a child in a poverty situation leads to
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a non-typical develupmental pattern which differs from developmental patterns of

middle class children.

Large child-to-adult ratios lead to the development of atypical speech patterns

when the amount of Interaction between children and adults is constrained. The

frequent absence of one of the typical adults in the home, and the dissipation of adult

energies in meeting the basic essentials of life further compound this problem.

The relative absence of communication media in terms of TV sets, radios,

newspapers, magazines, and books contribute to the development of an atypical

1 developmental piittcsrn.

An absence of success models and an academic oriented tradition develop

differing concepts toward schools E.nd schooling.

Poverty also leads to a relative unavailability in intellectually stimulating

toys, games and activities.

The deprivational effects of inadequate housing, malnutrition and poor health

similarly influences the development of poor children.

Evidence of this type has led educators to an erroneous conclusion, namely the

development of a deficit philosophy which attributes the poor school performance of

poverty children on a deficiency brought about by growing up in a deficient environment.

Though there frequently exists an educational developmental retardation, it is cur

opinion that this retardation is not a serious educational handicap. The retardation

can be overcome by the placement of the child in a school environement which can

stimulate development and rapidly produce an accelerated development in those areas

critical to educational success in typical school situations.

The educational handicap of poverty children comes about when they are placed

in an educational program which fails to take into account the unique early developmental
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patterns and assumes and requires the same developmental level which is normally

found in middle class children.

For example, it has been extensively documented that children growing up in

the noisy environment of an overcrowded ghetto home located in an unprelorred

residential area develop listening skills in a different manner from children raised

in the relative quiet and order of a middle class home. Poverty children raked in

poverty situations tend to learn to block out sounds rather than to learn finer and

finer sound discriminations as is the case with middle class children.

Upon entering school, it is possible to place a poverty child in an auditory-

discrimination program in which in a matter of weeks the auditory developmental

retardation may be successfully overcome,

If instead of being placed in such a program, he is usually placed in a typical

reading readiness program which assumes that the child has the audio-discrimination

development of the middle class children for whom the program was developed, the

results will be disastrous,

-;'nerefore, the failure of the child in this case is not due to the type of home in

which he was raised, but rather the type of school program in which he was placed.

Audio-discrimination retardation is not an educational problem. The incompatibility

between the existing level of development and the level of development assumed in

the instructional program and needed for success is the educational problem.

(For further substantiation of these findings, refer to the evaluation of the

Edgewood independent School District's Early Childhood Education Program at

the Dr. Jose Angel Cardenas School, San Antonio, Texas, conducted by the

Soutimast Educational Development Laboratory, Austin, Texas.)
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Culture

A second incompatibility between the characteristics of minority children and

instructional programs Is in the area of culture.

The incompatibilities between minority children and most school systems can be

summarized in three generalizations:

1. Most school personnel know nothing about the cultural characteristics of the

minority school population;

2. The few school personnel who are aware of these cultural characteristics

seldom do anything about it, and

3. On those rare occasions when the school does attempt to do something

concerning the culture of minority groups, it always does the wrong thing.

Much has been written about the cultural irrelevance of instructional materials.

In gen :rat, typical instructional materials developed by and for white, Anglo,

middle class personnel present surroundings, situations, dialogue, and conclusions

v.hich are forkAgn arid incongruous to the culturally 6typical child. The absence of

minority traditions, values and orientations in instructional materials makes them

irrelevant and meaningless, and of inferior educational value for utilization by

minority children.

School responses to th,s incompatibility have been dysfunctional. The use of

black or brown ink to color the physical features of some of the people portrayed in

some textbooks has done little to reduce the incompatibility.

The inclusion of negative stereotypes has frc,quently aggravated this problem

rather than diminishing it.
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Though incompatibilities in instructional materials have received much attention

in recent years, no such attention has been drawn to the incompatibilities In Instructional

methodologies.

Professor Lessor at Harvard conducted some interesting experiments which gives

us some insights Into the nature of this problem. In studying learning characteristics

of children from different ethnic backgrounds, he discovered that children from

different ethnic groups display some marked preference for ethnically compatible

learning styles. For example, Jewish children did better than Chinese children in

instructional activities based on verbalization. On the contrary, Chinese children

outperrored Jewish children in instructional activities prcsentod in the abstract.

Regardless of socioeconomic background, the amount of learning correlated with the

ethnicity and preferred learning style.

In a similar experiment at UCLA, Kagan and Madsen conducted learning

activities with Mexican National, Mexican American, and Anglo children. In a learning

activity based on typical middle class Anglo competition, the Anglo children out-

performed the Mexican American children, who in turn out- performed the Mexican

children.

Upon presenting the same learning activity, but basing it on cooperation rather

than competition, the Mexican children out-performed the Mexican American children,

and both groups out -performed the Anglo children.

The conclusion of these and other similar studies indicate that the amount

children learn in a class~ ,om is dependent on their race or ethnicity, the related

cultural characteristics, their culturally related preferred learning styles and the

style used by the school.

Obviously, if learning styles compatible with Anglo children are utilized

exclusively, the instructional program is biased and incompatible for minority

children.
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Dr. Manuel Ramirez and Dr. Alfredo Castaneda at Stanford University have

developed an Instructional approach based on a "Culturally Democratic Learning

Environment" which allows children options In selecting learning activities compatible

with their culturally dependent learning styles.

In distinguishing between these first two areas of incompatibility, the school

is warned that it is responsible for differentiating between the "culture of poverty"

and "cultural poverty". Responsiveness to the characteristics of poverty is a

prerequisite to providing equal access to the full benefits of the educational program

to minority-group children. It is incumbent upon '.he school district to refrove the

constraints which poverty places on the educational success of children and to

compensate for deprivations that are correlated with poverty.

There is a fine distinction, however, between the effects of poverty and the

effects of culture. While it is the school district's responsibility to eradicate the

effect of poverty, it is not the school's prerogative to reverse the effects of culture.

Mexican American and Sleek children are culturally different children who are

deprived because they are poor, cultural difference I.)::.comtls cultural deprivation

only after culturally biased institutions succeed in c: ...'.3ging the fabric of culture

through consistent attack.

Language

Language is an element of culture so significant in its role as an impediment

to learning that it must be listed as a separate incompatibility.

It is appal ent that en incompatibility exists when a Spanish-speaking child is

placed in an English-language instructional program. The incompatibility is not

so apparent when the language differences are attributed to dicllect (as in some Black

children) or socioeconomic background. The language utilized in most textbooks in
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the early grades is so incompatible with the language of minority and disadvantaged

children that It frequently appears to the child to be a foreign language.

I make no value judgement as to the relative worth or adequacy of the various

languages and dialects which can be utilized in our country. Thl important point,

as in the two preceeding areas of incompatibility, is that a child cannot be taught

successfully in a language system which he does not understand.

Past attempts to eliminate this incomr.atibility have been detrimental to the

minority child. Psycl.ologically, the trauma pcduced by the sudden immersion into

an incomprr.lhendble situation coupled with the iclentific.ltion of the native language

as undesirable, detrimental and inadequate still remains with many of us.

Pedagogically, the cold turkey approach into the acquisition of a new language

commonly requires that the beginning child master a new language, plus basic

skills in that new language such as reading and arithmetic, and a variety of content

mate) ials all at the same time. The common failure of the child to achieve all three

marks the beginning of the cur,-.roulative deficit phc.r.omenon.

The itro,sluction of r.nglish as a Second I -Av.; LS1.) programs may have

improved the situation but in itself failed to solve the problem. The postponement of

basic skill development and content acquisition until a new language system has been

mastered led to the delay for periods of as long as one year with a resultant academic

retardation and overagedness. ESL with an inevitable non-acceptance and subsequent

elimination of the Spanish language gave the child a sense of language valuing which

indicated to him the inferiority of his native tongue.

The only sensible solution to come about for the elimination of this incompatibility

has the develcipment of bilingual education programs in recent years.
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Typically, bilingual programs consist of three basic elements presented
simultaneously:

1. The continued cognitive development of the child, with accompanying

development of basic skills and content acquisition in his dominant language;

2. The development of English as a second language, and

3. The further extension of his native language system.

Mobility.

To a 1...erce ,xt-,:nt, the instructional program for typical children is one designed
for a 9.-lographically stable population. Such a program is incompatible for a highly
mobile child. Though this characteristic was originally identified in the children of
migrant agricultural laborers, it was soon apparent that urban minority children are
no less mobile. The advent of urban development with accompanying urban renewal
and Gov.1:1-nirc:nt subsidized housing, coupled with common financial and social

problems led to the mobility of minority and disdvantageci children.

.,- ;.)l :.al instructional program has build in continuity and scqu;:nce which

assumes that the child in the classroom today was here yesterday and will be here

tomorrow is incompatible with the mobility characteristic. The program discontinuity
problem must be faced with either a mobile curriculum or with a highly individualized
instructional program.

Societal Pr...,rceptions

The hit area of incompatibility presented here is betwcen the instructional
program and the v.'ay the minority child is perceived.
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Minority children tend to perceive themselves In negative terms. If tho child

does not have negative perceptions upon entering school, the alien environment with

its continuous negative valuing of the child, his home, his language and culture will

rapidly develop this negative self-concept.

Typical instructional programs are developed for dominant culture children

who have positive, often very positive, concepts of self. The instructional materials

and methodologies do not have the frequent, strong, and immediate positive reedback

mechanism need. d in order for the child to change his concept and perceive himself

as a successful learner in a learning sitte.4tion.

On the contrary, the erroneous assumption of the exii.t..:nce of prerequisite

skills, the large increments of difficulty, and the inadequacies of the program tend

to develop or strengthen a negative concept.

Yet, just as nothing succeeds like success, nothing is as educationally motivating

to a child as experiencing success in a learning situation.

A similar situation exists in rec..; ird to the par ci-:ptions which the school has of

the minority child. In (..;:eleral, the nr.iati.,a 1L..dictus which :chools Bold and express

to minority children lead to the development of very low levels of expectancy for the

performance of these children, and all children tend to perform In keeping with what

is expected of them.

Just as Jacobson and Rosenthal were able to improve children's school

perforonnce and subsequently even intellectual abilities by giving teachers false

nfor metion abuut the innate 1.,(Thmtial of children in their classic experiment, Pygmalion

in the Clasroom, ;o too Lim tenchurs downgrade the performance of minority children

by low levels of expc:ct,Incy based on equally false information.
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In goneral, the Cardenas-Cardenas Theory of Incompatibilities attributes the

poor school performance of minority and disadvantaged children on the differences

between the characteristics of the children and the characteristics of typical

instructional programs developed for typical children.

No deliberate attempt is made to critize typical instructional'programs when

utilized with the children for whom the programs vere developed. On the other hand,

ro eriticish) is h :i(:e of the characteristics of minority children. Ma situation is

--n.;!-Ic:oys and a round holo. The incomp,itibility 1:,....tv.eon the two shapes

do not allow them to get together.

Interrelateclm!ss and Intedepanclence

Tyro additional principles are necessary for understanding the educational

implications of the Theory of Incompatibilities. The first is the principle of

interrelater-2ne3s and interdependence.

Up to t'tis ;-...)int, the Vat-it:US ar;:i.:5 of incoo p.ltibility have presented

It is dangerous to assume that each of these areas is an independent

variable which can be studied, analyzed, and responded to, independent of the

other four areas. The five areas are so interrelated that it is impossible as well as

fruitless to consider one in the absence of the others.

For instance, it has been stated that mobility is an area of inc-omp:Aibility

which accounts for the poor academic performance of minority .2nd disadvantaged

children. Yet, .e can cite ii ,any examples of other types of "mobile" children

such as the children of military personnel, chain store executives, and certain

civil service vo(kers who experience a similar degree of mobility and still do not
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suffer from the effects of program discontinuity. In fact, many of these children,

in spite of, or because of, their mobility, tend to out- perform children from

geographically stable homes.

Therefore, mobility can be an asset or a liaLility. It is only when mobility

is coupled with poverty, culture, language, or societal perceptions that it becomes

a liability for the minority child. Perhaps it is the combination of some, or perhaps

all, the. other areas of incompatibility with mobility that produces the disastrous

.i!ocat;onal effects char actLiristic of mobile minority children.

ex.::1:1-,1:2 is of 10,r,,-.21.% ',it'll is

dc:scrilnd as the cause of all of the educational problems of i'lexicp.n Americans.

Yet, =:du( :=.tors v.ho have taught along the Mexican torder where there is a large

influx of ii w immigrants are well acquainted with a phenomenon characteristic to

these children.

Though ih.wigrant children ,lio 1-1,1o pr in. t tool in the

h other country may entar our sCht.':IS ithLyit of t:

after a bid period of instrIbility as they .--h..Liuire English langu..1(:e

will consistently out -perform native 1:orn minority children.

Th,:r.,fore, the ircompatibility of language, oven c(mpled with culture, is

not the .sole soiree of the problem. It is language, and culture, and poverty, ?Ind

mobility, and perceptions in tan,:em which account for the poor performance of

inurity children.

This principle has two major implications for our purposes. first, the

devolopw.::nt of o(lucation programs v.hich ri:!:,%ond to One of the incompatibilities

Aid ignorw.: k to failure. This pail-.(:! ;h for the p:Ist

f,ilure of our school systems to (.!Qvelop successful pogrdms for minority children.
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In most cases, billions of federal dollars have 1).).:n pour,hl into programs aimed

at responding to some characteristicss of the minority child in the dhsence of the others

and have failed to make a significant change in the performance of the children.

The second implication is that the development of an education plan which responds

to the needs of minority children must be a comprehensive plan which takes into

account all the areas of incompatibility rather than a piecemeal effort.

A bilingual program, a Black studies program, a poverty program developed

in the -1:,senc.7.' of a compr-tr.;:nsiv:: ,:ttack will not biilg p.:rforM311CG

(Thh!rtul.

Adriota!)i i

A second principle v,hich must be consiclert:d prior to the daveloprilent of an

.,:c:ucational plan is the principle of adaptability.

It vies ;:::viously stated that an incompatibility exists between the characteristics

of illy iri,Jri'y child of 11- Cr of two

!.: c t.. . ' fit tri- pi-o(Jr,m, 01.

-:n 1..sust chancj-!cl to fit the (=Hid.

11,st atte:mpts on the part of school systoms to develop functionally responsive

ir,,,tucti pr otjr;nlis inc!it:ite an eclectic phil,sr.,phy. the atypicainess was a

charactE.:ri 11.'ithin the area of the Llominant cultural group, the school has

its p1(3.;;;im to fit the child. Thus, we commonly see elevators for handicapped

: .:t..ridls for i.:161..oriits.: schatiles, and

..:(.it.4.11,lt to rill d...3 of a lir,litloss n..-.- sorti7:t-:nt of ...;typic:11 children.
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f3ut hen the atypical characteristic has been attributed to race or ethnicity,

the schcol has placed the burden of adaptability on the child. Thus, schools have

acted in a riicist ir.,mner in the application of this double standard for adaptability.

In dddition to the inherent racism in the concept of having minority children

adapt to a typical program such an ;..pproach can no longer be tolerated for the

following reasons:

1. R h s ben a failure. There is no way to change a non-white into a white

or to hoy or girl into a of wrthcrn rtirop,-an t!,:yscunt.

of ;;.A.erty. Past le,i.s!:2tion in various state:. prohibiting the. use of any language

other th,n 1".n(L,Iish for instructional activities in schools did little to reduce, let

t.;imin;.:te, the sp.-a..:king of Spanish among ,*.c:XiCi.:11 Americans.

2. T!-- 2 ..--siting pot myth is rapidly being replaced by concepts of cultural

yr-ots to ch,,nrje the (.-.1.1._:roct:::1-1,..itics of the 1,-;:rner are

:t the til.).::sticn: Is it c: to ;..)

3. Ch::),:ir,g the individual in order to produce cokipatihility betv.ci.:n the

in.:,tt..c.:tional program and the learner is futile unless the changed individual is

into the 1.irgc?.r sock:ty. !-.;,)cial, political, military, and economic

hist 131,ick and 1\10Xic01 Arilerie.:71IS in this country will continue

to con,i.rairi any ethnic disposition to change for the sole purpose of participating

in the educatienrd program.

11.e cif is it ,:nd

5 to i ' :t tH.1,..:elves in order to as-,uhle y.
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ELF.MENTS OF SCHOOL ACTIVITY

p. 21

A ciliroehensIve education plan ziimecl at CIliminatiog the incompatibilities

between the school anci the winority children cannot be offuctive If it addresses

itself only to the physicol a-isignmont of students or to the implementing of a

smattering of isolated programs, The entire institution must develop a sensitivity

to the problem dncl all a.pects of the schcol must be affectec.J.

The institution of a course for the educational improvement of minority children

is valthide....is if the te..:ch.: iy)t to t:,,Ich the course. The assignment of

:,1 to t.. of if the childt.

r,-ianif:.::.itati.ns in the schcol c!:i

or on the football team.

c.:.!ucadon plan roust r.:on.-.,idcr a v..icla array of change, a

c-.)mprellensive program "coupled \%ith an intense and massive compensatory program

for the if it is to and involvii,kj the entire community, the

!.!-e L

It t.".::`>t perat,.:., the f()Ilovving ,....,1e.rnents

A. F.DUCAIIONAL_ risnosoriiirs

In the (:(11.,cation of minority children vmtild Le cliniin,ited almost

I; ::t if institutions would develop and implement positive educational

i;.inority

it ;del Li: liopri that ;Iducatiunal institutions would devo,lop such philosophies

it' o..vn but in the abs.lnce of such initidtive it is ntic... that these

-,.(1 !?t'it's. IMus, r f:, 11y cluwn

.) ; 51 ,f..ht..)ls o f;;
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Basic philosophies which must be adopted mgerrliess of origin includo the

following:

1, Minority children can learn, regardless of any characteristic which they

idbit tit:a to ec :nomic, cultural, language, social, ethnic or racial bar.lqiround.

'here is within inherent in minority children which is an invediment to learning.

Pi.:st failures of winority children are the result of (nark:quote .:;(.11,:;o1 programs

e.nd n)t t!, rt.It of child and his bacicrounci.

2. (.7.)1',ural ..."a c' in our soci.Ay. it is the

...3 i;: ir . ,.; ,.;t:ntry ;;rout. It is

L!. CHIT v.hich v:ill conduc:ivc to the ck..ntintied

oph.,:nt, perhaps survival, of our society. The coc.lxistsnco of (lifferitly life-

styli-3s will Jiow alternAtives which provide the natural variations neer.c:d for

3. Facility to more thin one .an-juco:Jkl is 3 C.

1:o 12nit riol).:!Ay only in ::2 V I. .cr) n Is

..'t of .111 !.,.) . lc .1 I

Though schoois pay lip service to this philosophy, neither the teaching of

n ! 11,)i- 1"0.1.:Th!it.)11 ,1%1.-r1 Or 11,1tivo langi.1;,r:jcs

I. .; f)y Qur s(.1 001s. 'rho >1c.. cic.c:a.:inu 1i Li-ri:s of

int(!rntional ,:conoiiiic, social, diplomatic, political, ;...d militury ..:11c!cts

1:..

: of is on :-_;-.01)tio1 (:!(,(1,..;nt of .111

k:h.li:.,,:t.,11-i,Aics or

ti cffot, :a-(1
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The leckstup concopt of oducItIon with similar prograiro for all children

11.4S 1%.'d to the Wait: of 1.1 1:+01'tirll of our porsollid

tha disdkivant000d, the cj1ftod, ancl tho hanLlicoppaci,

minorities,

5, Childeon, ell, childron, aro a natural rotIourco of our country, As hulthIns

N1 intrinde WOth; :13 thay 1.sov3 i:/utc::nti,.il

17.:a.:11 child mu3t to thu phlt that ht bt;t:011%.1S 7111 111..!%:ji .11 1.1)*3ItIVE3

j:;.11't r*: VA(' 1.1t1C.()1'.;LI a contributing t;c:iiii)ar, v,111 patIcipote

in Co. L'.!k it 'III I, rid.

:(

ciiiicirral, is is ill,Inic.:sted thutiuli freedom cif choice, .-;nd

(.1-mi(:: Iil tcrel (1",(-.,0,-,a,

It t;, -.Ai Coe scl-..tiuk in y Ai11s

!Li :I.( .;tiv.:1 iiv. iI :1)1,1 to th.3111. Ijr,..'kyl(!ss

',SI\ :IS, , '!!C1 1111011 (7)n z-.(11-3

ot y lit , ,

' !

I. 1

11c1 loci< cut I..,-.())1( throl!ull (if :ilts-:rimtivcs.

13. I.,(,it'S, ',-;;;;`,",t) 110rS

Ill our

is .1:./ y

:(1 IL,. iji(;:-) in .L.,t its

It; s,
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It k roe to ;10,4..0 it.; ;ovc.rtilne..

<tffr.c.t. culture, I 'Avjewer, Ir.-1)111(y

or :11

C SCurti NJ.)

:;l.& )() 1)Ctl Of thil in->tt!,:tir.11131

p, 24

1)1 floN11)10 to the

0(1,...ds ci111(11,,ri tha vsi hirj 111 cx.11;11.1.1iity.

A 1..11; :d nriy 1:walofit Itit1/41rv.-:ntions by the

,.
t-r I 1 1%1

:1 Cult
- 4) - t.. h.dy ly2 dc!ult

I).

.11:C.11 111,1 17.1- ':A ii.;11C;.; ()rilt-11-

! _.1 ., in 1: !

rt C'ttCit:1111;10,

hi r;:ns:ctil, it is -;(.11G01 or (1)Aelt,1)

I

Iiiktt,h()11,010gieS 7hiCh are (.0nIptitible with the

(.1111411 . n.

.:-..;...,1;1(;11 to ;he; ),.1:a

1h,,t
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Four concepts must be included in the education plan.

p. 25

1, It is the responsibility of the school district to identify, recruit, and

educatiunal personnel, sufficiently corinizant of the characteristics of minority

children to insure. the adequate development and implementation of a responsive

instructional program.

Nut only irtust training and experience be taken into conside'ration, but

at least a portion of this staff must he reflective of the characteristics of the minority
child. Tc1,-.t.hers who are members of minority coups have the highest propensity

f:1)1* Lit !;k:ift(j .:lid 1:-'pLlilditlg to the cht,1%:ctrxi-,tics of minority children.

It is the responsibility of the system to acquire minority staff at least in equal

proportions to the numbers of minority children.

2. Staff Differentiation Patterns .

An c>xlucational institution may react negatively to the seeminjly awesc iri-!

implications of this education plan. The chances of a successful implementation

(ire (lircini:Lhcd in the light of the staff a.:}:,:ct:se which will be

tired.

ror example, a recommendation that all Mexican American children be placed

in a bilingual education program may sound as an unreasonable, if not impo!.;sible,

e.pi:cially so if Mexican American children are to be mixed with Anglo

,:t c.A.:!:._:ritary 1,clools. The inolicqtiuns of 1-_,Hch ;,0 is that all

children riv-ty need a bilinutial teacher. To exvm:t the system to furnish a

ti:,cher in each elementary school position is inconceivable.
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Yet, much of the seriousness of this problem niay be attrillutd to a tene.icAlcy to

think of staffing in terms of trnditional staffing patterns. As long as staffing is

perceived as the plaer:ment of a certified te)icher in each classroom who spends her

titre interacting with all students at the same time, a problem p,:sisfs. However,

if a teacher is i-oceived as a director of IQarning 7.4ctivitics who utilizes a wide

al ray of personal and material re,4ources for hit, uctional te prohlt::m

is .jr,...!tly diminkhed.

r titfil the 1;tili..-ticn of a v- ch.ty of prolossiol;r11 and para

fcr ()1.1;

1.ch by the fc.d. a i ty.

r'.1V...../1":3 re array of s!<ills ncodeci for the impl,-.1.rentation

c,f an instrutnioilal pr(. t:;1":..i ill, including the clia.(;no:;is instrt.ctin,

is tr..iny years of training through a M.A. or Ph. D. program,

is Clown into its ci,n,;::1..r.t it is

tat ti ; i;/ .s .t !,

C,311z:U" (-101- jt !-..q..1t in fdct .: .rit !)y a

(- conco.pt, it is to thr: ,..;0 of tile: diFtrict aild

d :-.)f this plan that a variety of ,.c(iiiireci for the

inpler,..-nt-tion of the prOUrtitn.

v.hich c.:11 cd Ly the ::,chool system

in -.ILL: that e-ich child has scrota adult Nith he r.,in relate

te;.chrrs, l).11d

.7 ;- ..s, 17 )l --A11.5.
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For school systems faced with large staff needs and limited financial resources

the. !slit. two typ of p.:rsonnel shculd be of sp;:cial int.lrost.

Youth-tutoring-youth programs which utilize high school students for

instructional pupost2s have demonstrated many benefits Over, and beyond the low

cost of the so vice. Minority high school students have shown more sensitivity to

niinority ...d,:c1,:nZ4ry school a(,c:d children than that held by rc!gul:ir t,-nchers. The

ccnc.-Tt of sibling is inherent and strong in most minority cultur,±s. The

provisi:,n of 1,;!:,:;atory .r.:);-.)erience in homemaking, child care, psychology and social

.s i : ..h : tICS:'3 6 ;.:11C1 L:t1OfiCial

to hi.,:ah

cle:t:enstrated that though the younger children (tutees) make gains, the tutor

t:::nds to acid significant in the subject il:atter area in

which h tutors. Un!...lievabla as it icay sound, the. best way to teach a high

school non -r:-:der to reE.,d is to have him teach a group of third graders a reading

a r :suit (.;f this invokr.ir. In C.)110.

a cjioud of 2.'!O winoity high school potential di ()pouts, pl,-.gtd by .'izciplinary

problems, truancy, and under-achievement were enrolled in an elementary school

classri-mn ac--sist,-,nt program. In G}1,1 year, 240 %;tii&r.ts made significant g.lins

tl.c! t to which they were assigned, did not have a single serious

I: I: sk:y t.ru:ncy dis,sippeared, and unbelievable as it may sound,

ni)t a single cne c!rcop::,r.I out of school while ent.ollA in II. 2 ili-o!Jr.lm.

h ,*.c2 ov..:1 unexp:2cted gold mine in

uiv,n aining they can conduct simple

t;: indiviL:ual and su;:all grol!ps linc!c:r my

1%.:Z:Ch:d (...;0;;i of one volt!n:,.:r p;i1-,.:nt })(r
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classroom each day. Perhaps the teacher slogan of "A parent a day will keep the

Doctor away" accounted for the initial interest of the teachers in the program.

Within a short time, teachers found this assistance indispensable in the offering

of an individualized and relevant program to disadvantaged minority children.

A feasible objective In differentiated staffing is that each child have during

the day an adult with whom he can communicate and relate in his pr rerred mode

of communication.

3. The successful implementation of this plan will require a massive effort

in the training and re-training of all levels of educational personnel.

Beginning with the basic assumption that traditional practices have not been

successful and alternative programs must developed and implciviented. It is

apparent that an in-service teacher training program must be implemented for

the understanding and synthesis of the rationale of this education plan. Further

training v.ould be needed for the identification of the ch,..e.,c[,-.rkt.cs of minority

children, the development of i:lti-xnativ,-2 activitiQs, erd the ;:;cLiukition of the

necessary skills for program implementation.

The development and implementation of a staff training program will require

the identification and acqusition of personnel resources very different from the

conventional higher education trainers of teachers, locked in their ivory towers,

and cranking out dysfunctional teachers

tainurity child.

coho ct y Lit ir rep:: rod to teach the atypical

4. Staffing also implies the development of a prc(jram that alords upward

and lateral mobility for minority personnel.
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The use of minority persons in para-professional positions may become

detrimental when the child perceives that assistants and aides reflect minority

characteristics, but professional personnel and authority figures always reflect

an alien cultural group.

An adequate staffing program will also provide the necessary training and

experience for minority teachers to move into counseling, supervisory and

administrative positions. This upward mobility must extand upward into the

highest level administrative position of the school

F. CO-CURRICULUM ACTIVITIES

The effective integradon of minority children must extend beyond the confines

of school integration and an integrated instructional program. The various

co curricular activities must provide an opportunity for the minority children to

p,rcelve th-?.rnsulves as equal participants in those activities.

Various impc:dir,sInts s!;ch as cost, policies, ,,:nd pi ocr:dur:-.:s must be rovic?wed

in order to afford minority children a full opportunity for rlrticipation in
all aspects of school activities.

G. SUDI:NT PF.R.SONNITL SERVICES

The v.iioils services provided to students such as advisory, counseling,

guidance and health, usually contain the same incompatibilities commonly found in

tha cla:sroom, The use of invalid and biased tests have been extremely detrimental

to ihir.Grity child, en.

This ..15pi:ct of the prour,arit must be dra:rtic:.IIIy ri!vki.uci in order to

r.ifford ,:co.,flity of c:ducational opportunity.
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H. NON- INSTRUCTIONAL NEEDS

p. 30

Not all of the needs of minority children can be met in the classroom. The

effects of hunger, malnutrition, inadequate housing, and poor dental and medical

att%Intion have a direct and strong influence on educational outcomes.

A failure to provide adequately for the non-instructional needs of children

can be a contributing factor to lack of school success.

I. COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

hive failed to effectively involve some segment of the

community in We p!:.rtning, h-f,pleiranting, c:nd evaluating of school programs.

Sometin Js this failure can be attributed to pre-conceived notions that

the sch..)ol, and the larger society, has of the minorities. An erroneous myth

still persists that minority cultures do not have an interest in their children,

sup-,ort the rejection of this myth. The fact that minority

difc_rent c..:stow.s not und.::rstoed by the schools, the failure

of the schools to coromuniczlte effectively with porr.Ints and the negative relationship

which exist between the two fail to provide the necessary bridge for the chasm that

b.-..tween the school and the home.

P.11.,:nts continually complain that they are degraded and insulted in school

interactions. The communicating with parents only when a negative situation

,,.nch as a (Th-...iplinary problem, makes pal :-.nts shy away from any

r Th.. failure of schools to provide personnel cognizant with minority

1;f...styles .ir,d fluent in the language of the home creates a barrier to an effective
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J. EVALUATION

p. 31

The evaluation designs, materials, and techniques commonly used by the

school are frequently most inappropriate for utilization with minority populations.

Not only are the tools inadequate, but conclusions based on cultural and

language biases can be extremely erroneous and detrimental to the pupil.

Incompatibilities existing between the element and the characteristics of

minority children must be eliminated.

THE C:iVELOPMENTAL MATRIX

The consideration of the five areas of incompatibility (poverty, culture,

lens,ILI-Je, mobility, and societal perceptions) juxtaposed with the ten elements

of an education plan produces a developMe.ntal matrix which gives 50 cells. Each

of these cells is the intersection of an area of incompatibility with a school

element. For example, the incompatibility of language relates to educational

zchool policies, scope and 1:e:i.J.:.nce, curriculum, !:t:.:ffing,

co curricular activities, student services, non-instruct :tic:nal community

involvement, and evaluation.

In ;a similar m,inner each of the elem..nts of' school activity intersects with

oraa of incou:patibility. For example, the curriculum must 1-:e coirpatible

yith the minority characteristics of poverty, culture, language, mobility and

F,f.,1.::ely:rc,.:pticins. The s:Ime is true for e,:ch element in the list.

f t..ble is the devel(:;)in..nt,i1 1:.1trix 1-,y the

of ink.oillmtibilities and clement. This rr:itrix t3.11"VCS as the basis

pror.ram '.'.hick will improve the p.?.rforiii-..nce of n.inority

ti;e ricillts of ioir.ority c Jtiondl

:rid fulfills the of this Court.
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DEVELOPMENTAL MATRIX
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FIFTY ELEMENTS OF THE EDUCATION PLAN

The implementation of the education plan is the development of an

instructional program which eliminates the incompatibility between each of the

ten elements of school activity and each of the areas of incompatibility. The

following list of 50 elements (60 if societal perceptions are subdivided into

child-child and school-child perceptions) together constitute a comprehensive

Court order for the provision of equality of opportunity.

An attempt has been made to limit the number of specific examples of

incompatibilities existing in the 50 areas listed below. The implementation of the

Court order will require the analysis of existing attitudes, policies, and procedures

for the existence of inadequacies in the school program. This task must be

under6ken by the joint and cooperative efforts of all segments of the community.

School administrators, supervisors, counselors, teachers, and other personnel

must perform an extensive analysis of their activities.

Pupils and parents must provide much information about themselves and

their performance which can give sensitized personnel the necessary insights into

existing inadequacies.

Self-inspection and self-analysis are formidably threatening situations

which will require much tolerance and effort. It has been my experience that

many people cannot stand the stress of self-scrutiny, let alone being scrutinized

by others.

The elimination of any segment of the school community in the implementation

of this plan would be disastrous.
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The identification of school Inadequacies should be followed by the development

of alternative activities in each of the 50 areas. This task Is no less difficult than

the identification of inadequacies. The Denver Public Schools will probably find

that in spite of expertise currently available to them it will be necessary to acquire

resources from throughout the state and throughout the nation in order to develop

alternative programs.

For example, the expertise needed for the development of a bilingual program

includes all of the expertise needed for the development of a monolingual program,

plus expertise in languages, linguistics, and related fields.
%.

1. Philosophy-Poverty:

Disadvantaged children can be educated

Disadvantaged children should be educated

Education is a means for breaking the cycle of poverty

Education of the disadvantaged is a sound financial investment

2. Philosophy-Culture:

The acceptability of cultural pluralism

The need for cultural pluralism

Desirable elements in minority culture

3. Philosophy-Language:

The valuing of languages

The need for language competency

The use of other languages for instruction

4. Philosophy-Mobility:

The need for reducing program discontinuity

Individualization of instruction
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5. Philosophy-Perceptual:

The worth of all individuals

The provision of self-acceptance opportunities

The acceptance of minority children as equal participants

6. Policies-Poverty:

The reduction of educational cost to the client

Provision of adequate resources

7. Policies-Culture:

.I. IIN Reduction of value conflict

New policies consistent with the values, traditions and life styles

of minority children

8. Policies-Language:

Encouragement of native language development

Perpetuation of native language and dialect skills

9. Policies-Mobility:

Alternative organizational schemes

Elimination of dysfunctional policies.

10. Policies-Perceptual:

Elimination of degrading policies

Elimination of self-rejection

11. Scope 6 Sequence-Poverty:

Expansion of school programs

Early intervention

Development of prerequisite skills

Provision of alternative experiences



Adult Education

Consumer education

Distributive education

12. Scope 8 Sequence-Cpture:

Transitional period between home and school

Culturally expanding activities

Intercultural studies

13. Scope & Sequence-Language:

tt. - Bilingual education programs

Bi-dialectic studies

14. Scope & Sequence-Mobility:

Individualized instruction

Self-paced courses

Alternative organizational patterns

15. Scope 6 Sequence-Perceptual:

Prerequisite !earnings

Small increments of difficulty

Feedback opportunities

Strong, positive reinforcement

16. Curriculum-Poverty:

Relevant materials

Alternative motivation strategies

Compatible methodologies

I

p. 36
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17. Curriculum-Culture:

Compatible materials and methodologies

The representation of minority lifestyles in instructional materials

Multi-cultural studies

Contribution of minority cultures

111. Curriculum-Language:

The utilization of the native language

The promotion of Spanish as a second language for all students

P. Curriculum-Mobility:

Individual diagnostic and prescriptive materials

Self-paced materials

Programmed instruction

20. Curriculum-Perceptual:

Elimination of negative stereotypes

Presentation of the child and his culture in a positive light

The utilization of the child's cultural heritage

The positive valuing of the Spanish language

21. StaffingPoverty:

Utilization of poverty personnel

Staff differentiation patterns

22. Staffing-Culture:

Recruitment, identification, and employment of minority staff

at all levels

Development of staff training in minority culture
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H. Staffing-Language:

Access to bilingual and IA-dialectic personnel for all children

Development of bilingual personnel

Training in bilingual education /

24. Staffing-Mobility:

Alternative staffing patterns

Team teaching

25. Staffing-Perceptual:
ft.

The development of positive staff attitudes toward minority and

disadvantaged children

26. Co-curriculum-Poverty:

Reduction of cost to the disadvantaged for participation in

co-curricular activities

Flexible schedule which allows working children to participate

27. Co-curriculum-Culture:

Inclusion of minority oriented activities

Consideration of minority cultural values

28. Co-curriculum-language:

Utilization of minority's language

29. Co-curriculum-Mobility:

Elimination of mobility constraints

Flexible activity "seasons"
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30. Co-curriculum-Perceptual:

Active participation by minority children

The development of positive self-concept through participation

31. Student Servicesi-Poverty:

Expansion of school services to disadvantaged students

Extended career information

Realistic and compatible counseling programs

Job assistance, employment services

32. St Went Services-Culture:

Culturally relative student services

Elimination of culturally biased testing

33. Student Services-Language:

Bilingual assessment of student capabilities

Minority Counseling personnel

34. Student Services-Mobility:

Alternatives for providing services

Flexible scheduling

.35. Student Services-Perceptual:

Relevant counseling program

Group and individual counseling sessions

Reinforcement of positive self-concept

36. Non-instructional Needs-Poverty:

Need for expanded school services

The effect of hunger, health, malnutrition and inadequate housing

on learning
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37. Non - Instructional Needs-Culture:

The provision of services in a manner compatible with minority

life styles

The use of minority personnel

38. Non-instructional Needs-Language:

Minority language speaking personnel, such as doctors, nurses,

social workers

The use of Spanish-speaking professional and para-professional

personnel
et.

39. Non-instructional Needs-Mobility:

The reduction of program discontinuity in school services

The rapid and efficient transfer of health and other information

40. Non-Instructional Needs-Perceptual:

Maintaining of a positive concept in providing services

Presentation of services as an investment in the child; not

as a charitable undertaking

41. Community Involvement-Poverty:

Reduction of cost in participation in school activities

Representation of the disadvantaged in planning, implementation

and evaluation of school program

Alternative to PA-type activities

42. nunity involvement-Culture:

Representation of minorities in planning, implementing and

evaluation of school k..ogram

Understanding and interpreting the role of the minority home

Development of parity relationships between school and community
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43. Community Involvement-Language:

B ilingual meetings

B ilingual school-home communication

Bilingual home liaison staff

44. Community Involvement-Mobility:

Alternative and flexible patterns for participation

45. Community Involvement-Perceptual:

Rewarding experiences in participation

ft. Elimination of the degrading of home in interactions

Development of the concept that the community can make a positive

contribution to education

Elimination of negative stereotypes in school-home relationships

46. Evaluation-Poverty:

Inclusion of disadvantaged in evaluation activities

Accountability for the education of disadvantaged children

47. Evaluation-Culture:

Development of culturally compatible evaluation materials and

techniques

118. Evaluation-Language:

Bilingual competency for evaluation personnel

Bilingual feedback information to Spanish-speaking parents

49. Evaluation-Mobility:

Flexible alternative evaluation techniques
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$0. Evaluation-Perceptual:

The assumption of responsibility of the school for Its failure rather

than placing the blame on disadvantaged and minority populations

A change to the identification and feedback on minority success

rather than accentuating failure

As stated previously, the number of examples cited for developmental activities'

in each cell of the developmental matrix has been purposely curtailed. A few

examples have been provided for each of the 50 cells in order to illustrate the types

of activities which must be identified and developed.

The actual identification and development must be conducted by a variety of

personnel. It is recommended that the Denver Public Schools utilize all resources

available for this process.

Specific examples of these types of resources which must be utilized include:

1. All Denver Public Schools personnel

2. Community organizations

3. Church groups

4. Professional organizations such as the Congress of Hispano Educators,

Black teacher organizations, the Denver Classroom Teachers Association, and the

National Education Task Force de la Raza

5. ThP State Education Agency

6. Institutions of Higher Education
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7. Minority individual and group consultants

8. Related stets and federal programs

9. Denver Public Schools pupils

10. Pupil organizations such as student councils and other groups

11. Parents and parental organizations

12. Alternative schools such as the Denver Chicano Crusade for Justice

School, Escuela Tlatelolco

MONITORING AND REPORTING

It is essential that the ordering of an education plan be accompanied by

a monitoring and reporting procedure accompanying the implementation of the plan.

One of the present reasons for the inadequacies in our present system of

schools is that it constitutes a closed system. The schools determine their own

objectives, the schools plan and implement their own activities, and the schools

conduct their own evaluation.

Seldom,does an external agency participate in such a way that planning

and evaluating are out of the hands of the system itself. This accounts for the

lack of accountability so characteristic in our schools. The millions of failures

experienced in the education of the minorities and disadvantaged are shrugged

off with some erroneous and mythical rationalization such as, "they don't value

education" or "their parents don't speak the right language".

It is recommended that the following concepts be made a part of the monitoring

plan.
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1. A monitoring procedure be implemented which regularly and systematically

ascertains the status of the program and reports this to the Court.

2. That lay personnel be a part of the monitoring procedure.

/
3. That minority persons who are most concerned with the education of

their children play a vital role in this prorns.

4. That external professional expertise be made available by school systems

for the design and implementation of evaluation activities. The choice of this

expertise must rest with the community.
fa.

5. All school activities must be subject to evaluation. Evaluation activities

should include objective and subjective criteria.

6. The school district must make available all reasonable resources for the

effective implementation of evaluation activities.

7. Failure to allocate adequate resources for the implementation of the

Court ordered plan will result in contempt proceedings against responsible

personnel.

FINANCING THE PLAN

It is evident that the implementation of such a comprehensive program can

be costly to the Denver schools. At first glance the cost may even seem prohibitive.

However, it is not necessarily so.

1. The Denver Public Schools is not located in a depressed area. The

community has taken pride in its schools, and adequate amounts of money have

been made available for the support of its traditional programs.
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2. It costs no more to do something right than It costs to do it wrong. On

the contrary, judged by the past performance of the schools In the education of

minority children, the cost /benefit ratio has been exceedingly small. The

improvement of educational outcomes in proportion to investment can make the

implementation of this program a tremendous financial savings to the Denver

community. It is not a question of affording an adequate program; it is a question
.

of not being able to afford an inadequate one.

3. Many of the changes recommended in this plan do not require a substantial

4:Inancial. Investment. Others may require financial support in a transitional stage,

but will not require an extended subsidy.

.4. Federal and state funds are available for the support of most of these

activities. The dropping of traditional compensatory education programs which

have not worked in favor of a drastically different concept can be accomplished

with funds currently available to the Denver Schools. Titles I, VII, VIII, Migrant

and other provisions of the Elementary and Secondary School Act can and should

support the implementation of this plan. PL874, ESAA, Early Childhood and other

sources of funds can be utilized for this purpose.



IMPLEMENTATION PROCEDURE

Recommendations made for providing alternatives to existing instructional

programs in order to make education compatible with the characteristics of

all children will be difficult to Implement unless activities ar,divided into more

manageable portions.

Therefore, it is further recommended that an organizational structure be

established for implementation purposes.

Equal Educational Opportunity (EEO) Committees

A logical division of the task is the establishment of a series of Equal

Educational Opportunity (EEO) Committees, each charged with the responsibility

of identifying incompatibilities, developing alternatives, and monitoring activities

in each of the ten areas in the Education Plan.

The ten EEO Committees would be the following:

Philosophies

Policies

Scope 6 Sequence

CurriCulum

Staffing

Co-Curriculum

Student Services

Non Instructional Needs

Community Involvement

Evaluation
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The work of all EEO Committees will be coordinated by an EEO Coordinating

onmittee. This group will be responsible for giving each of the ten committees

direction and assistance, and will be responsible for the overlap between if various..

areas of activity. The most important role of the coordinating committee :s to

prevent the fragmentation of the entire program, and ascertain that the program Is

comprehensive and coordinated.

A full time Denver Public Schools employee will serve as Director of

Equal Educational Opportunity program.

Alembership

Each of the ten EEO Committees will include representation from all segments

of the.Denver community. The following representation must be included:

1. Board member

2. Central Office staff

3. School Administrative staff

4. Teaching personnel

5. Students

6. Parents

7. Community organization

8. Outside expertise

The vast majority of persons serving on the committees will be from the

Mexican American and Black minority groups. At least two parents from each

minority group should be included in order to reduce the apprehensiveness so

common when lay people serve with professional staff.



The coordinating committee should include similar representation. The

Director of the EEO program must be a minority person, experienced in the education

of ni nority children, and having the leadership capability for directing the program.'

Committee T Ski

Each of the committees will perform the following tasks:

1. Analysis of the existing program. The committee will look at its

respective area and ascertain the specific ways in which school activities are

detrimental to the education of minority children. The committee may wish to
t.
develop checklists, interview students and parents, and visit school plants as

the nectd arises.

2. Identification of problems. The committee should develop a list of

problem areas, including dysfunctional policies, practices, and techniques.

3. Development of alternatives. The committee will develop alternative

strategies for improving the education of minority children. Recommendations

may vary from simple policy changes to massive curriculum revision.

4. Estimate of resources. An estimate will be made of the personal, financial,

and material support necessary for the implementation of alternatives.

5. Source of funds. The committees will assist in the identification of

new funds or the reallocation of existing resources in order to facilitate and

accelerate the implementation of recommended changes.

6. Time lines. Recommendations for change will be accompanied by an

implementation schedule which will provide tentative beginning and ending dates

as well as tentative dates for major milestones in the implementation.



7. Evaluation criteria. Each recommended change will be accompanied

by specific evaluation criteria which will allow program monitors to ascertain the

degree of success experienced in the Implementation of the alternatives.

Program Schedule

The EEO Coordinating Committee will develop a schedule for the implementation

of the Education Plan. The schedule will include the following major events:

1. Beginning dates

2. Organization and staffing

a. Appointment of the EEO Committees

b. Selection of the program director

c. Assignment of tasks

d. Selection of chairmen, recorders, etc.

3. Planning

a. Interpretation of tasks

b. Acquisition of background information

c. Identification of resources

4. Program analysis

5. Development of alternatives

6. Reporting to coordinating committee

7. Presentation to school board

8. Dissemination and implementation
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800 Babcock, Apt. C-5
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Telephone: (512) 732-4724 (boos)
" 2224160 (office)

Data of Birth:
Soc. Sec. Mo.:
Marital Statues

:October 16, 1930
463-30 -1661
Married, four children

A. Education

1966 Ed. D., The University of Texas, Austin, Texas

1955 M. Ed., Our Lady of the Lake College, San Antonio, Texas

1950 B. A., The University of Texas, Austin, Texas

1946 Graduated from Martin High School, Laredo, Texas

B. Present Position

Executiv... Director - Texans for Educational Excellence
214 Dwyer, Suite 309, San Antonio, Texas 78204: June 1, 1973 to present

C. Previous Experience

June 1, 1969
to May 31, 1973

June.1, 1967
to May 31, 1969

- Superintendent, Edgewood Independent School
District, 5358 West Commerce, San Antonio,
Texas 78237

- Southwest Educational Development Laboratory,
Director, Educational Development Center;
Director, Texas Migrant Educational Development
Center, Austin, Texas

September 1, 1961
to May 31, 1967 - Associate Professor and Chairman, Department of

Education, St. Mary's University, San Antonio,
Texas

1953 to June, 1961 - Elementary school teacher, secondary school
science teacher, elementary school principal,
assistant high school principal, district
all-level science supervisor, Edgewood
Independent School District, San Antonio, Texas

June 13, 1951
to June 13, 1953 - U. S. Army
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septenber, 1950
to Jam, 1951 - Jvaior high eim/ teacher, Laredo Schools.

Laredo, Texas

D. Publications

1. "Program Development for Adult Migrant 'Education." Griffith, Williams S.,
and Ann P. Reyes, Adult Basic Educations The State of the Art.
Department of Sducala7Mairramirtgof Chicago, March, 1970.

2. "Seven Cities of Gold." Delta Epsilon Sigma, Bulletin, October, 1970.

3. "Chicano Movement in Action." Chicano Times, July, 1971.

4. "The Chasm of Conflicting Concerns." Published by Southwestern Bell
Telephone Company, November, 1970.

5.. "The Utilisation of Teacher aides." Texas Outlook, June, 1967.

6. Role Expectation for Instructional Supervisors. Doctoral dissertation,
1966.

7. "The Theory of Incompatibilities." Colloquy, June, 1972.

S. "Use of Tests: Educational Administration." Violations of Human
and Civil Rights: Tests and Use of Tests, National Education
Association, 1972.

9. "Chicano - Bright-eyed, Bilingual, Broom, and Beautiful." Today's
Education, February, 1973.

(Aa Director of the Mexican American Education Program, Educational
Development Centers, and Texas Migrant Educational Development Center
of the Southwest Educational Development Laboratory, supervised, contri..uted
to, and edited the following publications:)

1. Evaluation of Migrant Education in Texas,. 1968

2. Migrant Travel and_Work Patterns. 1968

3. Disadvantaged Mexican American Children and Early Childhood
Experiences. 1969

4. Guidance Needs of Mexican American Youth. 1968

5. Migrant Secondary Education in Texas. 1969

6. Six-Month Migrant Study. 1968

7. Handbook, Auxiliary Services Program for Migrants.

8. Handbook, Parent-School-Community Involvement.

9. Handbook, Teacher Aide Utilization.
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1. Consultant Activity

I. Hearst 700ndation*-1969 to present

2. Rational Urban Coalition--1971 to present

3. Department of Health, Education and Welfare

a. Office of Spanish-Speaking Affairs, 1969 to present

b. Office of the Secretary, 1969, 1970

c. Office of Civil Rights, 1971 to present

4. O. S. Office of Education

a. Implementation of EPDA projects in Puerto Rico, 1970, 19',1

b. Urban/Rural LTI, 1971 to present

c. Career Opportunties Program LTI, 1969 to present

d. National Panel on High School and Adolescence

e. Study Cannission on Undergraduate Education and the
Education of Teachers

5. Other Consultant Work

a. Institute of Educational Assessment of Bilingual program, 1969

b. Institute for Educational Assessment of Dropout Program, 1969

c. ES '70 Program, 1969, 1970

d. Higher Education Facilities Act, Special Opportunities Program, 1970

e. Programs for the Disadvantaged, 1968, 1969

f. 1970 White House Conference on Children and Youth, Planning Committee

g. National Conference on Migrant Education, 1968, 1969

h. National Adult Education Conference, 1968, 1969

i. Department of Housing and Urban Development, El Paso, Texas, 1968

j. 0E0, Office of Child Development, 1970 to present

k. VOLT, 1969 to present

1. Educational Systems Corporation, 1969 to present
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m. Project Teacher Excellence, Our Lady of the Lake College,
San Antonio, Texas, 1967 to present

n. Southwest Educational Development Laboratory, 1971 to present

0. Los Angeles Public Schools, 1972

p. Berkeley Pub?.c Schools, 1972

q. Mercedes Public Schools, 1972

r. Rio Grande City Public Schools, 1972

s. Rockefeller Foundation

t. Staff Training, Laredo Public Schools, 1973

%
F. Organizational Memberships

1. Advisory Board, Hearst Task Force Bilingual Project

2. National Education Task Force de la Raza

a. Executive Committee

b. Regional Director

3. San Antonio Urban Coalition, Education Committee Chairman

4. Madonna Neighborhood Center, San Antonio, Texas, Board of Directors

5. Texas Education Agency Commissioner's Advisory Committee on
Bilingual Education, 1968 to present

6. Southwest Council for Bilingual Education, Board of Directors,
1968 to 1970

7. TeXans for the Educational Advancement of Mexican Americans,
Board of Directors, 1969 to present

8. National Urban Coalition, Co-Chairman, Task Force on Education

9. Texans for Educational Excellence, Chairman

10. National Advisory Board, Bilingual Children's Television

11. Advisory Board for Minority Affairs, Educational Testing Service,
Princeton, New Jersey, 1972 to present



G. Major Speaking Engagements

1. Delta Epsilon Sigmi Honor Society, National Convention, March 21, 1970

2. Texas United Community Services, State Conference, 1970

3. Corazon de la Rasa Conference, NewportAleadh, Florida

4. /National Conference on Special Needs of Puerto Rican Youth,
New York, May 14, 1968

5. Texas State Conference on Adult Migrant Education, Austin, Texas,
February 29, 1968

6. Commencement Address, Pan American University, 1972

7. Commencement Address, Martin High School, Laredo, Texas, 1969

8. Commencement Address, Crystal City High School, 1972

9. Address, Utah Education Association, September, 1972

10. Keynote Address, Community Leadership Conference, El Paso, November, 1972

11. Keynote Address, Arizona Mexican American Educators, Phoenix, 1973

H. Special Honors

1. Dedication, Dr. Jose A. Cardenas School, Edgewood Independent School
District, San Antonio, Texas, 1972

2. Special National Award Recipient, National Education Association,
Human Rights Award, 1972

3. Achievement Award, Sociedad de la Union, San Antonio, Texas, 1970

4. Special Award, Bilingual Education, Crystal City Public Schools, 1972

5. Distinguished Service Award, Mexican American Community, San Antonio,
February, 1971

I. Special Activities

1. Advisory to the Plaintiffs and Attorneys in the Rodriguez case

2. Presented testimony in the Rodriguez case

3. Participant in the development of the appellate brief to the
Supreme Court, Rodriguez vs. San Antonio ISD

4. Conference Director, School Finance Reform: Alternatives for the
State of Texas, December, 1972
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ADDENDUM TO THE INTERVENOR'S
EDUCATION PLAN FOR THE DENVER PUBLIC SCHOOLS

The following is an addend!::" to the education plan prepared

by Dr. Jose A. Cardenas and submitted to this Court on January 23,

1974. The purpose of this addendum is to make specific recommen-

dations regarding the elements of school activities which require

attention as outlined in the Cardenas Plan (pp. 21-31).

I. PHILOSOPHY

The Board of Education for School District No. 1 shall adopt

and publicize a general, written statement of its philosophy

towards education which will incorporate the following principles:

1.) That minority children can and should be receiving

a quality education;

2.) That the education of minority children is a sound

financial investment in that it provides the means

by which the cycle of poverty and its accompanying

afflictions can be overcome;

3.) That schools are the most important vehicle for

the attainment of a desirable and necessary state

of cultural pluralism and for the elimination of

cultural stereotypes;

4.) That schools must look to the Chicano and Black

communities in determining the desirable elements

of their respective cultural backgrounds which are

to be incorporated into the instructional programs;
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5.) That minority students have demonstrated incompatibi-3

lities with the present instructional programs and

therefore it is the instructional programs that must

change;

6.) That because in many instances present faculties are

ill equipped for the minority student whom they will

be teaching, the district will have the moral respon-

sibility to ensure that the minority child is not

received in an alien environment;

7.) That the school district place a high value on the

need for students to achieve competency in languages

other than English and to appreciate the utility of

such competence;

8.) That the individualization of instruction is a desir-

able goal;

9.) That all children have worth; and

10.) That the concept of self-acceptance as a person of

worth be fostered and developed in minority children.

This statement of its philosophy shall be adopted by the Board of

Education and communicated to the public as its pledge to the

concept of equal educational opportunity for all children. This

public statement shall be issued by the Board within 30 days after

the Court's order.

II. POLICY

School District No. 1 shall enact rules and regulations which

are consistent with the statement of philosophy issued by the
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Board of Education. These rules and regulations shall be inoor=.*

porated into an official, administrative handbook and distributed

to all employees of School District No. 1 from administrators to

clerical staff.

School District No. 1 shall allow community participation

through the appropriate committee to review present policies and

adopt new policies which are consistent with the philosophy stated

in I above. A prime concern is the policy regarding absenteeism,

suspensions and expulsions. For example, students who are parents
ft.

are not excused from school when their children are ill while

teachers who are parents are excused for the same reasons. This

committee shall be tri-ethnic and composed of members from all

socio-economic levels and its structure shall be consistent with

the policies regarding committee structure outlined in the section

on Implementation Procedure (Cardenas Plan).

III. SCOPE AND SEQUENCE

Poverty Aspects

School District No. 1 shall recognize that the scope and seq-

uence of the prescribed curriculum must be so designed to allow

each child entry into, and flexibility within, the instructional

program. The scope and sequence of education and educational

activities must commence and continue as follows:

a. early childhood education (beginning at age 3);
b. K-6 or non-graded 5-12 years;
c. junior high;
d. senior high; and
e. adult education.
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1. Bilingual and bicultural programs must be implemented

at all levels.

2. It is imperative that there be an extensive nutritional
.

program for all students at all levels. This shall include

breakfast and lunch.

3. There must be a health, education program which includes

instruction in the nutritional values of foods that are basic to

ethnic groups.

4. There must be an adequate and extensive health program

provided for students at all levels.

5. There must be an adequate and extensive use of health

aides..

6. There must be health and sex education programs avail-

able for those students and adults who desire them.

7. Provisions must be made for adequate clothing for

students at all levels. This is essential to ensure good student

attendance.

8. Early childhood programs must be located within the

community and must be within walking distance.

9. The school must provide specific programs that would

involve parents.

)0. A wide scope of learning experiences must be made avail-

able to students at all levels to develop:

a. self awareness;
b. language development;
c. basic concepts;
d. general academic skills;
e. personal integration;
f. social adjustment and awareness; and
g. career development.
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Cultural Aspects
.4..

1. The classroom environment at all levels must reflect tha;:'.

culture of the student and provide the student with relevant

experiences to his or her background.

2. The school must recognize students' culture by valuing

the artifacts, food, dress, mores, history, music, and other cul-

tural contributions of minority students.

3. The student should be exposed to various ethnic role

utodtls-fromsbut not limited to, scientific, technological, politi-

cal, and business fields.

Language Aspects

1. Bilingual and bicultural programs must be implemented

in all schools beginning with early childhood programs through

adult education programs.

2. The school must emonstrate its commitment to the

bilingual concept by ensuring that all official notices and com-

munications are in Spanish as well as in English.

3. A strong language development program must be provided

at all levels as a vehicle to attain success in reaaing and all

other curricular areas.

Mobility Aspects

1. Informal assessment at all levels of student's educa-

tional experiences must occur before placement in order to ensure

that instructional experiences are in keeping with the student's

level of development.
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2. At all levels, individualized instruction must be the i

option of the student.

3. Specialized programs must be available to:.students when

they transfer from school to school within the district.

4. The schools must provide drop-in centers, mini -metros

and work study programs at the secondary level.

Perceptual Aspects

1. A strong, positive reinforcement must be inherent in

the educational process for the positive development of the

!student's self-concept.

2. The( school must expand the types of programs presently

provided in order to foster positive, self-concept development.

3. The provision of special programs to unique children

such as the non-English speaking, the mentally handicapped and

those with learning disabilities shall not accentuate the exis-

tence of the handicap in peer and school relationships.

IV. CURRICULUM

To endorse cultural pluralism is to understand and appre-

ciate the differences that exist among citizens. If cultural

pluralism is to become a reality, it is essential that our

educational system encourage and facilitate its attainment. Pro-

grams in bilingual and bicultural education, and ultimately multi-

cultural education, positively and effectively foster ethnicity

in education which develops a wholesome respect for the intrinsic

worth of every individual. The U.S. Office of Education has defined

bilingual education as follows:

Bilingual education is the use of two languages, one of
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which is English, as mediums of instruction for the
same pupil population in a well organised program which
encompasses part or all of the curriculum and includes
the study of the history and culture associated with
the mother tongue. A complete program develops and
maintains the children's self-esteem and a legitimate
wide in both cultures.

Unce implemented, these programs will eliminate the need for

"Black History Week" anduChicano Month". Additionally, they will

offer an instructional program which reflects and reinforces

ethnic and racial characteristics and which broadens the exper-

iences now available to minority students:

N. a; Walk in the community.
b. Visits to legislative sessions.
C. Observing city council and other municipal

agency deliberations.
d. Visits to Federal Complex mod other federal

departments.
e. Learning to swim.
f. Visits to museums, libraries, department stores,

tortilla factory, and other minority run enterprises.

.

School District No. 1 must recognize students' culture by

valuing the artifacts, food, dress, mores, history, music, and

other cultural contributions. Cultural recognition may be attained

by engaging:

a. Ballet de Aztlan.
b. Teatro del Campo.
c. Teatro de La Raza.
d. Community and church talent groups.
e. Books, magazines, calendars, records, and

movies depicting minority culture.

Procedures which encourage parent, student, and community

feedback relative to the success of these programs must be

implemented.



School District No. 1 must recognize the following

needs:

1. That the culture, heritage, and language of
minorities are worthy of Study and recognition
by the educational system, its students, and
its personnel;

2. That the development of pride; coupled with
resilience, will motivate minority youngsters
toward higher academic goals and aspirations;

3. That learning another language at a very early
age is instrumental for developing a student's
appreciation of all languages;

4.1 That it is essential for students to participate
1 in a strong oral English language program before

beginning other English language skills.

5. That it is essential for students initially to
receive instruction in the dominant language.

6. That it is essential for the schools to evidence
concretely the recognition of other cultures,
especially those of the Southwest and Mexico.

7. That it is essential for the schools to make
available materials which accurately and objec-
tively reflect the culture, history, and language
of minorites.

Statistics demonstrate a low achievement and high

drop out rate by Chicano and Black children. One program

alone will not correct these deficiencies. Bilingual and multi-

cultural education is a program that will reverse underachievement

and drop out.trends and will have beneficial effects on all

other disL.iplinas.

No one bilingual and multicultural program will satisfy

the needs of all school districts or of all minority pupils. Each



child feels differently about his or her ethnicity depending upon

his or her experiences. Teachers must be particularly sensitive

to these differences and must adjust their. instructional techni-

ques accordingly. Unlike some other ethnic grOups, the Spanish-

surnamed are not always identifiable and a "Spanish-surname does

not a Chicano make." Many Spanish-surnamed persons have become

completely assimilated, some are comfortably bicultural, some are

experiencing societal rejection, and some are promoting separa-

tism. Blacks are experiencing similar problems in assimiliation.

Any bilingual and bicultural program must be designed to accomo-

date all of these students.

There are numerous Black strengths and resources within

School District No. 1. Some Chicano strengths and resources pre-

sently within the district which can contribute to the implementa-

tion of a program tailored to the specific needs of children of

all cultures are the following:

a. The growing number of monolingual Spanish
speakers making Denver their home - this
resource should and could be tapped in a
bilingual/bicultural program.

b. The 4,000 possible bilingual children in
the schools (varying degrees).

c. The many bilingual teachers in the schools,
both of the Spanish-surnamed community and
those outside this ethnic group.

d. The program at Del Pueblo Elementary funded
under ESEA Title VII which has produced innovative
materials and explored two models for
possible use in other Denver Public Schools.



e. The efforts of the social studies, language
arts, and foreign language departments as
well as the offerings of the cultural arts
center which can enhance cultural pluralism
in general and biculturalism. specifically.

V. The special emphasis placed on English
language skills through the department of
language arts, the foreign language depart-
ment and the Diagnostic Center.

g. The many Spanish speakers in the Denver
community who could provide volunteer ser-
vices and enrich classroom experiences.

In light of the above, Denver Public School District No. 1

shall implement a thorough and effective bilingual and bicultural

pro and must attempt to effectively utilize bilingual person-

nel, .certified and non-certified. The School system shall also

effectively engage parents from the minority community to assist

in the successful implementation of programs designed for minority

students. Denver Public School District No. 1 shall develop a

master list of bilingual materials and books and establish a

special fund for the acquisition of these materials and books.

V. STAFFING

The Denver Public Schools System shall staff every area of

the educational system on the basis of parity for mlnorities. An

affirmative action program shall be implemented to ensure reacher

parity within a five year period.

Proceeding from the fact that it is far more economical to

keep children in school, the human, personal facet, of staffing

becomes crucial. It is well known that the educational needs of
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children are-more fully met when their'learning styles are responded

to individually with culturally relevant and successful role models.

Thorough staffing patterns afford the child a greater opportunity*

for more human interaction which is necessary to the growth and

development of the child's self- pere3eption as a learner.

Staffing patterns, utilizing miA.ority role models in actual

decision-making positions at all leve3s of the educational system,

greatly enhance the learner's self-concept and his or her percep-

tions towards cultural pluralism.

t. Such staffing patterns shall include minorities at all levels*

in proportion to their respective percentages in the student

populations. At a minimum, minorities shall occupy top manage-

ment positions in all departments.

In addition, staffing for special programs shall involve

other community resources:

a. Employing parents as teacher aides and/or
resource personnel.

b. Involving parents in instructional programs
for their own benefit (English, nutrition, etc.)
and in programs wherein parents are taught
what their children are learning.

All staff should be trained in providing individualized instructior

Poverty Aspect

School District No. 1 shall instruct all its personnel of the

dimensions of the culture of poverty especially its effect on the

learning abilities of the Denver Public School children. School

District No. 1 shall further evaluate the interrelatedness of

culture and poverty and continue to instruct its personnel accordingly.

School District No. 1 shall direct all personnel to eliminate

the negative effects of poverty on school children and to adapt to

the child's preferred learning styles.



Culture Aspect

The School District No. 1 shall provide mandatory inserviee .

training for all personnel participating in the actual educational

process for the purpose of instructing them on the entire scope

and sequence of minority cultures within the district.

School District No. 1 shall further provide educational and

research data to its educators regarding existing cultural

characteristics and their relationship to the learning process.

"t. Ail Denver Public School educators shall implement their cul-

tural awareness into their respective roles and must begin to think

ethnicly in the education of minority students.

School District No. 1 shall employ a variety of consultants

and experts from within and without the system to advise in the

instruction, implementation, and continuous evaluation of cultural

awareness.

Language Aspect

School District No. 1 shall instruct all staff directly.parti-

cipating in the educational process of the existing philosophies

of language as they relate to the learning styles of minority

children:

1. Language is the soul of the culture.

2. Culture is transmitted through language.

3. Language is the child's main avenue of communication.

4. Language and culture are an integral part of the child's

self-concept.

5. Children become products of their experiences.
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Proceeding from these philosophies, School District No. 1

shall instruct all personnel of both the various language charac-

teristics and individual receptivities of children within the

Denver Public School System, with special emphasis on the child's

initial entry into the system. The following four distinct

characteristics of Denver Public school children have been.recog-

nized:

Expressive Bilingual

Spanish Speaking English Speaking
%Monolingual Monolingual

Receptive Bilingual

lbe School District No. 1 shall further delegate to all staff

members, the responsibility for language development in all

teacher-pupil contact by providing extensive opportunities for

students to verbalize.

Mobility Aspect

To facilitate the learning process, Denver Public School

District No. 1- shall assess the mobility patterns of minority

children in the Denver Public Schools and shall instruct its per-

sonnel accordingly.

The Denver Public School District No. 1 shall develop a

procedure and assign appropriate personnel to facilitate the en-

tranceand exit of children within the Denver Public School System

and in appropriate schools outside the Denver Public School

System.
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To ensure freedom of choice, the Denver Public School System

shall direct its staff to implement the educational program,

particularly the curriculum, in a manner consistent with assessed

mobility patterns. Speciali7zed programs must be made available

to children wherever they transfer within the system. For example:

1. Programs directly related to the educational
process such as diagnostic programs and
bilingual-bicultural programs.

2. Programs relating to non-instructional needs
such as free lunches and breakfasts, dental
care, eye glasses.

Societal Perceptions Aspect

It is a well established fact that children behave as they

think others see them. That is, children develop an obligation

to behave in harmony with their perceptions. ("Perceiving,

Behaving, Becoming"; Maslow, Kelly, Kuns, and Rogers; ASCD year-

book, 1962).

Denver Public School children develop perceptions, directly,

by being subjected to some common sins of commission:

1. exposure to outdated, irrelevant, and often dero-
gatory stereotypes of minorities;

2. discreditation of Spanish or Black dialects by
mimicry;

3. alteratiOns and mis-pronunciations of Spanish
words and names, and failure to learn and use
proper pronunciations of the Spanish language.

Denver Public School children also develop perceptions,

indirectly, through exposure to the subtle sin of omission:

1. general absence of cultural and language compo-
nents in all areas and programs within the
educational process;



2. minimal, superficial and often inaccurate'refer-
ences to elements of minority culture such as

language, diet, social patterns, values through-

out the Denver Public School curriculum;

3. remedial programs and evaluative programs imple-

mented in almost total isolation of the
ethnicity and culture of children.

Consequently, minority children develop perceptions of themselves

(i.e., of small worth) that School District No. 1 perpetuates.

Behaving in harmony with these perceptions, minority children

become "different". They become "disruptive". They "drop out".

%.

Accepting the fact that many minority children enter the

Denver Public School System emotionally healthier than when they

leave, the Denver School District No. 1 shall direct their staffs

to prepare schools for these children, rather than prepare child-

ren for schools.

Recognizing that negative societal perceptions are formed

early and often permanently, School District No. 1 shall institute

new and concentrated efforts, (not necessarily new programs) at

the elementary level, and provide for expansion of staffing in

every level of the educational process, particularly in the area

of Pupil Personnel Services.

School District No. 1 shall direct their staffs to cease the

education of children in isolation of their ethnicity and culture.

School District No. 1 shall reform the societal perceptions

of its staff by instituting mandatory, comprehensive, and sequen-

tial instruction and retraining in the areas of societal percep-

tions of minorities. This instru4ion shall include but shall be
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limited to:

1. elements of minority cultures;

'2: minority histories and their influence on current
issues;

3. minority ancestral values as they relate to
current values and life styles;

4. minority societal perceptions of the majority
culture;

5. levels of acculturation and freedom of choice in
adopting cultural values;

identification and clarification of minority
values; and

7. the effect of urbanization and pove4ty on the
minority culture.

School District No. 1 shall utilize the services of minority

consultants from within and without the system to monitor instruc-

tional and retraining processes of the staff and to participate

in the implementation thereof.

School District No. 1 shall instruct its staff to eliminate

minority children's incompatible perceptions of the home and the

schools through the use of an expanded staff of.community advisory

boards, community liasons, and cultural consultants from the

various economic levels of the community.

Recruitment Aspect

School District, No. 1 shall direct its recruiting effort to

employ minorities as teachers, counselors, administrators, clerical

staff, non-certified staff, within a five-year period so that the
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percentage of minority staff approximates the percentage of minority

children in the district.

School District No. 1 shall employ a minority recruitment

staff which shall include minority teachers, principals, counse-

lors, and high-level administrative staff. This staff shall have

contracting responsibilities.

School District No. 1 shall direct its recruiting staff to

extend their recruitment efforts into additional geographic areas

having high concentrations of minority graduates.

Hiring Aspect

School District No. 1 shall provide its hiring staff with

clearly defined job descriptions and duties.

School District No. 1 shall place a high priority on hiring

individuals guided by the following criteria: familiarity in the

education of minority children; sensitivity to cultural character-

istics of minority children and proficiency in bilingual-bicult-

ural education.

School District No. 1 shall notify all colleges, universities

and other educational institutions of its endorsement of bilingual-

bicultural education. Furthermore, the district shall advise all

new applicants that proficiency in bilingual-bicultural education

is a criterion for employment.

Development

School District No. 1 shall designate an appropriate committee

of educators and community advisors for the purpose of re-examining
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all present job descriptions. School District No. 1 shall dele-

gate to this committee the responsibility for developing new

descriptions which eliminate unnecessary paperwork and clerical

tasks which interfere with satisfying the needs of its students.

For example, the top priority of a counselor must be student and

community interaction. His or her daily schedule must comply

with this priority, rather than the traditional roles enforcing

discipline and performing clerical tasks which should be per-

formed by other personnel.

School District No. 1 shall direct that all new teachers

shall undergo pre-service orientation in all areas of this edu-

cation plan.

School District No. 1 in offering tenure positions shall

consider the applicant's success in educating minority children

as a criterion for attaining and maintaining tenure position.

School District No. 1 as & criterion for attaining tenure,

shall further direct that non-tenure teachers evaluate themselves

and develop their own goals in the education of minority children.

Evaluation

The Denver Public School System shall entrust to the appro-

priate committee the responsibility of evaluating existing pro-

grams and personnel within the program to assure the protection

of the rights of minority children and to ensure the delivery of

equal education. Said committee shall consist of educators and

lay people from within and without the School District No. 1 and

shall be representative of all economic levels. Consultants and
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experts in specialized areas shall also participate in this

evaluation.

School District No. 1 shall evaluate its staff to ensure the

implementation of the provisions of this plan. Staff members

whose performance is inconsistent with this plan shall be retrained.

VI. CO-CURRICULUM

Studies have demonstrated that students who join clubs and

.gyp in other extra-curricular activities tend to remain

in school. Conversely, "drop-outs" seldom participate in extra-

curricular activities.

Many children from low socio-economic backgrounds cannot

afford to participate fully in a "free" public school education.

Requiring a fee as a prerequisite to participation detracts from

the concept of a free education and places undue hardship upon

the economically deprived which is usually the Chicano and Black

student.

Therefore, School District No. 1 shall eliminate or drasti-

cally minimize those costs which are preventing economically

deprived students from fully participating in extra-curricular

activities. The following are examples of such costs:

1.) At the elementary level:

-costs of gym shoes;
-costs incurr d for participation in Halloween,
Christmas and Valentine's Day activities;

-fees for special music programs;
-fees for music lessons;
-fees for school pictures; and
-fees for excursions (field trips).
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2.) At the junior high level:

-library fees;
-fees for physical education uniforms and.,gym shoes;

-fees and dues for school clubs;
- fees for musical instruments and lessons;
-fees for school supplies; and
-fees for excursions (field trips).

3.) At the senior high level:

-library fees;
-student activity fees;
-fees for art materials;
- fees for sewing materials;
-fees for industrial art materials;
- fees for physical education uniforms and shoes;

-fees for pep club uniforms;.
-fees for yearbooks;
-fees and dueslfor student clubs;
-fees for transcripts and college entrance exams; and

-fees for excursions (field trips).

In addition, School District No. 1 shall allow, where possible,

participation in extra-curricular activities on a year-round

basis.

School District No. 1 shall incorporate the following programs

into its extra-curricular activities which should facilitate the

attainment of cultural pluralism:

1.) Community presentations and other programs;

2.) Field trips to public and private organizations; and

3.) Student organizations with special ethnic and.lang-

uage interests at all school levels.

School District No. 1 shall make positive efforts to identify

minority interests and provide those activities which reinforce a

positive self-concept of minority students.
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School District No. 1 shall ensure that no student is denied

the opportunity to participate in extra-curricular activities due

to a lack of transportation.

VII. STUDENT SERVICES

School District No. 1 shall refine and make necessary changes

in the areas of guidance, counseling, psychological, and advisory

services. These changes shall be designed to meet the unique

needs that minority children exhibit in each respective area.

Those special pupil services to be changed or revised are:

Guidance Services

This service will provide the student with: relevent,

updated information regarding his or her status as a student;

specific information about course offerings, credit requirements,

teacher personalities and expectations. These services will result

in pupil placement into a program of study that will fit his or

her needs and will afford students with the opportunity to do the

best possible school work.

The guidance service will be provided on a systematic, con-

tinuous basis and will utilize classrooms, small groups and

individualized contacts techniques.

Specific changes to be implemented are:

1.) Guidance personnel will not channel students into

courses of study but will explore alternatives with

each student and allow each to make the final

decisions.
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2.) Credit requirements will be flexible so that non-

essential courses such as gym do not keep working

pupils from graduating or from fulfilling familial

responsibilities. The guidance counselor will

conduct conferences with administrators, teachers,

parents and students to discuss grade and credit

deficiencies. This group will then determine if,

in fact, the student should be granted a diploma

without further course work.

3.) Proper guidance is critical in the pupil's transi-

tion from elementary school to junior high. This

service will be provided by seventh grade counselors

working closely with elementary school teachers

and counselors.

4.) Guidance counselors will not use standardized test

results as a guide faischeduling. They will consi-

der results and responses from such instruments as

interest surveys, student and parent questionnaires,

and individual pupil conferences. This procedure

will be followed at all grade levels.

5.) Students who enrolled in classes that are not

meeting their needs will be readily allowed to

transfer, at a propitious time, to another class

without penalty and/or delay and after a thorough

analysis of the consequences of the change and an

exploration of alternative courses has been pre-

sented to the student.
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The Testing Program

School District No. 1 offers guidance and counseling services.

to its students which include educational and vocational testing.

These services, for a minority student, have produced minimal

results. Specifically, the testing instruments presently utilized

have not provided useful or adequate data whinh can be used for

individual and/or group research.

Services and test instruments are available, to school

syst=s, from organizations such as the California Testing Bureau.

One such instrument is the Criterion Reference Test (C.R.T.).

This test is a customized, diagnostic instrument which is tailored

to a specific school's curriculum. Generally speaking, the C.R.T.

is designed for each school to enable each to measure the con-

cepts the teacher sets out to teach, how they are taught and if

they should be taught. Thus, the teacher, the student and the

community receive data which graphically demonstrates each stu-

dent's strengths and weaknesses.

School District No. 1 must make a concentrated effort to

implement the concept of Criterion Reference Testing for minority

youngsters in its schools. Such a drastic move cannot be accom-

plishid immediately without an additional consideration: a

moratorium on testing must be declared while the change over is

accomplished. Such a moratorium should be immediately declared

on the Proficiency and Review (PAR) test which has been utilized

to the detriment of minority youth.
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Psychological Service

School District No. 1 shall eliminate culturally biased

intelligence tests which result in the improper placement of

minority youngsters in special programs.

A full time minority psychologist who is aware of and sensi-

tive to the five areas of minority pupils' incompatibility will be

assigned to each school having high percentagesof minority pupils.

This service win be available to all students who have been

screened through a staffing committee responsible for conducting

periodic case conferences. The Staffing Committee, composed of

all pupil services personnel within a tbuilding, will prevent

arbitrary deciriionmaking by any one individual and will check

placements resulting from improper testing. The Staffing Committee

concept represents a coordinated effort to effectively utilize

the staff's skills, to avoid duplication of services and to develop

an effective and comprehensive plan to meet the needs of the

student.

The specific responsibilities of this committee during case

conferences are:

1.) To share information about ..,he student.

2.) To involve parents and personnel from community

agencies who are working with the student.

3.) To identify school and/or community problems.

4.) To improve faculty understanding of the pupil

and to develop positive attitudes toward the stu-

dent. This is accomplished by involving faculty
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members in staffing and in staff reporting on a

rotating basis.

5.) To identify strengths in the faculty and the

community which can help children.

6.) To learn about the wholechild and his or her

total environment.

7.) To make recommendations and decisions relative

to pupils who manifest a need for placement in

special school programs such as reading labs, math

t.
labs, Special Education, Educational Handicapped,

gifted pupils, work study, or Cooperative Work

Education.

In summation, pupil staffings provide checks and balances to the

processing of pupils with special handicaps and needs. This

system ensures that a child is thoroughly evaluated and thus

eliminates the discriminatory practice of placing minority children

in Special Education simply on the basis of a language problem or

an intelligence test score.

Full-time language specialists will work with pupils who have

difficulty in this area. These specialists will engage in an

extensive program that will be available to any pupil who wishes

to participate and whose participation is recommended by

psychologists, staffing committee and parents.

Counseling Services

School District No. I shall provide minority pupils with

competent counselors who ar- thoroughly familiar with these



students' needs. Additionally, these counselors will energetically

work toward developing, during small group and individual counsel-

ing sessions, the following changes:

1.) encourage positive self-concepts with much emphasis

on cultural and other aspects of the pupil's lives

(Cf. fiv- incompatibilities);

2.) deal with special emotional and social problems and

provide a listening ear for all students regardless

of whether or not he or she is considered a dis-

ciplinary problem;

3.) provide counseling and assistance to (pupils who

have experimented with or used drugs so that no

repercussions relative to school rules and/or law

enforcement will result. This will be a concen-

trated effort to help these pupils with their

real problem and not to merely remove them from

the scene for punitive action; and

4.) facilitate and conduct conflict resolution and

decision making sessions with pupils; teachers,

administrators and parents.

NOTL: It is difficult to outline specific counseling services

that will be truly effective because the critical ingredient is

the counselor himself.

Pupil Orientation Programs

Comprehensive pupil orientation programs will be adopted by

all schools affected by the integration plan and particularly
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those schools with high percentages of minority pupils. These

programs will be geared to new students progressing from elemen-

tary school to junior high and from junior high to senior high

school. In addition, a program for transfer students will be

adopted to provide incoming students with a sense of belonging

which will enable them to make the transition as smoothly as

possible. Thus, these changes will be made:

1.) Sixth to seventh grade orientation will entail con-

certed efforts by seventh grade counselors, teachers
t.

and other junior high personnel working in conjunc-

tion with sixth grade teachers, counselors and

administrators. These concerted .efforts will

include visitations to elementary schools and to

junior high schools, parent conferences and a week-

long orientation scheduled at the beginning of each

school year.

2.) Ninth and tenth grade orientation will be patterned

after the sixth and seventh grade orientation with

necessary revisions relative to the staffs involved.

3.) A transfer-student orientation will be of similar

comprehensiveness, involving all school personnel

and including continuous parental visits to the

scolool,

Special Motivation Services

Youth motivation clubs will be established at all schools

which have minority children and shall focus on positive school
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experiences. Although these clubs will be structured differently

at each school, they should definitely be in effect by September,

1974. They will be evaluated by the outside evaluation committee.

described in the Evaluation portion of this Addendum.

Catch-up or Adjustment Center

School District No. 1 shall establish a "catch-up" or adjust-

ment center. Pupils referred to the office for disciplinary

reasons will be referred to this center to receive counseling

and/or tutoring. The counselor will be responsible for contacting

%parents and-for-structuring conferences so that all are involved.

This is a positive approach to resolve behavioral -and adjtistment

problems and serves as an alternative to punitive action.

VIII. NON-INSTRUCTIONAL NEEDS

School District No. 1 shall provide additional social work

and health services for disadvantaged children with a mini 1m of

one social worker and nurse per school. An adequate and extensive

health program for students at all levels shall include: complete

physical, hearing, vision, dental and allergy examination and neces-

sary innoculations. Healthaides such as glasses, hearing aides

and orthodonic devices. should also be provided. Provisions for

adequate clothing shall be made at all levels to ensure satisfactory

student attendance In addition, the District shall intensify its

co-ordination with other social services agencies.

The District shall ensure that all personnel employed in

non-instructional areas are given pre- and in-service training to

instill a better understanding of the needs of the minority child.

The non-instructional employees shall 1..ti1ize community aides

and volunteers in the extension of these services.
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School District No. I shall initiate, encourage, and facili-

tate the development of employment programs for minority and

disadvantaged children. Such programs shall not be limited to

the academic school year but shall include the summer months.

School District No. 1 shall ensure that any child receiAng

so-called "free" services not suffer embarrassment in any form

for receiving such services.

School District No. 1 shall retain minority attorneys to

provide legal advise to students and their families.

.t.

IX. COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

School District No. 1 shall initiate the immediate expansion

of the Office of School Community Relations. This expansion

shall include Chicano and Black personnel in the decision-making

process in order to ensure the successful development of community

participation in school-community relations.

School District No. 1 shall mak. ,chool facilities and pro-

grams available to the adult population for educational, voca-

tional and recreational purposes.

School District No. 1 shall employ more community aides in

order to cultivate stronger and more meaningful relationships

with the school. These aides shall not be used for the negative

aspects of school-community relations (e.g., truancy problems,

discipline problems, etc.) but for positive purposes.

School District No. 1 shall initiate programs wherein , 1

school personnel go out into the community rather than requiring
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the community to come to the school on the school's terms.

School, personnel are professionals who are better equipped to

eliminate the present "barriers" which exist between the school

and the community.

An expansion of present services in a multi-problem area

should be established (assisted by a special coordinator) to

develop improved techniques to motivate parents to give more

effective 'n to their children in their school achievement.

Examples of projects can be found in project H.E.L.P. and

tarly Childhood Education.

r

X. EVALUATION

It is an established fact, that standardized testing dis-

criminates against minorities. Such testing is detrimental given

its cultural bias, use of group norms standardized on Anglo,

middle-class people, and.test interpretations which disregard

cultural implications.

The faculty and community of each school must be involved

in a comprehensive needs-assessment plan to determine the student's

individual needs, the school's needs, and the community's needs

in order to design an effective program for all students.

Professionals from ethnic groups such as psychologists,

psychiatrists, and other mental health personnel must be utilized

to innovate accountability and evaluation procedures.

Intelligence Quotient (I.Q.) scores must be completely

eliminated from all education records.
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't.

Informal assessment of specific areas must be made of

children from low socio-economic backgrounds rather than the use

of traditional, standardized tests. Therefore:

1.) Standardized testing for special class placement

(e.g. Educably Mentally Handicapped) shall not be

allowed and will be replaced with broad, evaluative

criteria including but not limited to: parent

interviews; case studies; directed observations;

psychological evaluations.

2.) Classes for the Educably Mentally Handicapped shall

not be instituted prior to the third grade level.

. 3.) Educational Handicapped services must be available

as a resource for identified children.

4.) Every teacher must be trained and able to work

with children who require special assistance.

5.) Health problems of students such as vision,

hearing, and other physical maladies must be

corrected before tests are administered.

6.) Placement of students in special classes must be

accomplished through the staffing procedure pro

vided by state law.

Cultural differences and language usage must be taken into

account in any evaluation procedure in conjunction with a

minority assessment expert.

In addition, alternative types of assessment procedures such

as perfolmance, feedback sessions, and informal discussion must



I

be utilized for determining student progress. Traditional letter

grades must be replaced by parent conferences and progress reports.

The language of the student and family must be taken into

,consideration in all evaluation procedures. Therefore, I.Q. test-

ing shall be discontinued and the language of parent conferences

must be such that the parent readily understands the performance

that the child is making.

Many students, for various reasons, transfer from school to

school or city to city and this mobility has a bearing on the
-i.

learning process. Mobility of the student must be taken into

consideration in any kind of evaluation and placement procedure.

Therefore, School District No. 1 must advert to the following:

1.) A time lapse of sufficient duration, several days

if necessary, must occur so that the student is

comfortable before any testing or evaluative

procedures are undertaken.

2.) Excessive testing of students,because they have

transferred to different schools, must be

eliminated.

The rationale fcr all evaluation procedures must be the

prescription of programs that lead to the enhancement of the

students' self-concept. Therefore, School District No. 1 must

assure that:

1.) Diagnosis of student strengths and weaknesses

must be aimed at prescribing a program of success.
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2.) Positive reinforcement should be utilized to

motivate students.

3.) Student progress must be recognized by peer

groups and adults.

4.) Evaluation must be shared with the student on a

positive basis to aid the student in making life

decisions.

XI. IMPLEMENTATION PROCEDURE

.t.

The Education Plan submitted by Dr. Jose A. Cardenas

inc]udes an implementation prpcedure for said plan which suggests

the establishment of an Equal Educational Opportunity (EEO)

Committee, together with ten subcormittees, and a Director of

Equal Educational Opportunity. This Addendum supplements the

Cardenas implementation plan.

Either a Chicano or Black person shall occupy the position

of Director of Equal Educational Opportunity.

Furthermore, the Original Plaintiffs and Intervening Plain-

tiffs shall each select half of the Coordinating Committee

membership to ensure that a vast majority of persons serving on

the ten E.E.O. committees will be minorities.

XII. JURISDICTION

This Court will maintain continuing jurisdiction over this

case in order to supervise the implementation of these plans.


